
Introduction 

 Learning outcomes

◦ Identify principal issues in Media and Cultural Studies

 Focus for today

◦ What is class

◦ Occupation and class

◦ What class are you?

◦ Brief introduction to Marxist and Weber ideas of class

◦ Does class still exist? Current thoughts. 

◦ Consumption and class (ideas from Bourdieu)

◦ Introduction to class representations in the media

 Class sketch (1.49 mins) 
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http://youtu.be/K2k1iRD2f-c


What is class

 Distinct social formations made up of groups of 

people

 May have common social and cultural positions

 And also similar patterns of property 

ownership, power and material rewards
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Occupation and class

 Relationship between occupation and identity 

 Classifying people

 Income and identity

◦ How is income defined

◦ Unequal wealth 

 Definitions of poverty vary 

 Media representations of differing social classes
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Percentage

Income
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AVERAGES
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What class are you?

 Different laws for different classes

 Sense of belonging

 Who we are and who others think 

we are

 Individuals may not have a strong 

sense of class identity 

 May depend on factors

◦ E.g. personal history, family 

background, occupation, gender 

etc. 

 BBC new definitions of class –

class survey 
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-22000973


Marxist theory of class

 How goods and wealth are 

produced

 Who owns workplaces, the raw 

materials and who works for 

these owners

 Shapes social relationships

 Capital owning class and those 

who work for them

 Bourgeoisie and proletariat
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Weber and class

 Associations that bring people together 

 Based on common backgrounds, aims or interests 

 Identifiable groups of individuals with interests in 
common 

 Some groups have better life chances than 
others(https://www.facebook.com/IWasThinkingTha
t2/videos/348487978932192/) (4.12 mins)

 Erik Olin Wright and Class

◦ Money/capital

◦ Physical means of production (land, factories, 
offices)

◦ Labour power
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https://www.facebook.com/IWasThinkingThat2/videos/348487978932192/


Does class still exist?

 Individual identities more 
important/classless society ideas

◦ Postmodern viewpoint

 New classes - economic, social and 
cultural capital 

 Previous classes (upper, middle, 
working, underclass)

 But there are still implications in terms 
of class

 Top 1% own most of the wealth

 Aspirational via the media
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/proginfo/2014/47/posh-people


Consumption and class
 Lifestyles for constructing identities

 But can still link this to class

 Bourdieu (2.20 mins) – consumption patterns 

differentiate within and between classes 

 Cultural tastes based on class 

 E.g. homes, fashion, music
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https://youtu.be/P1MFItqaTsY


Homelessness on the Rise
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Source: Butler, P. (2017) Number of rough sleepers in England rises for 

sixth successive year. The Guardian Online: Available at: 

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2017/jan/25/number-of-

rough-sleepers-in-england-rises-for-sixth-successive-year [Accessed 

31st October 2017].

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2017/jan/25/number-of-rough-sleepers-in-england-rises-for-sixth-successive-year


Food banks
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Source: UK Foodbank Use Continues to Rise. The Trussell Trust: Available at: 

https://www.trusselltrust.org/2017/04/25/uk-foodbank-use-continues-rise/

[Accessed 31st October 2017].

https://www.trusselltrust.org/2017/04/25/uk-foodbank-use-continues-rise/
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The Media and Representations

 Representations often reflect class prejudices

 Middle class authority figures – experts called on to 

give opinions

 Underclass and working class – demeaning 

representations Such as Benefits Street see  Owen 

Jones and his lecture at the Royal Television Lecture)

 Peaky Blinders? 
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Working class/under 
class

• Under representation on 
television

• Negative representation

Middle classes

• Over representation on 
television 

• Positive representation 

http://bobnational.net/record/194061/media_id/195851
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/clip/136236


Summary
 So does class still exist?

 Some argue that other identities are more 
important

 Cultural associations of class identities are still 
be important

 We can think of class and taste associations 
and whether you agree/disagree with this

 Content analysis of class representations in
Downton Abbey, Queen, Peaky Blinders

 Content analysis of class representations in the 
Daily Mail using negative words/positive words 
to compare different classes. 
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